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OF 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

2 2019 Jacob Wheeler 5_6 160 R/R Liverpool

Small build to his frame, Lean and athletic. Arm 
strength from the OF was 76 mph but shows 
accuracy and carry, quick release on throws. 

Balanced stance to his setup in the box, smooth 
stride and load. Uses lower half well to generate 
bat-speed (83 off a tee), quick hands, high hands, 
finishes high. Aggresive player to keep a close  eye 

on. 

7.35 83 76

5 2019 Drew Bristow 5_9 170 R/R Cicero-North

Smaller frame, very athltic and strong evidenced 
by his 6.82 60 yard dash. Arm-strength was 74 

from the OF, gets his boyd behind the ball on his 
throws. Slightly open stance in the box, strides 

back to even with a slight leg kick for timing. 
Above average hip transfer helping generate 

above aveage bat speed (86) from a mostly level 
barrel plane though contact.

6.82 86 74

10 2019 Ryan Bennett 5_11 172 R/L Westhill

Highly athletic OF that moves well evidenced by 
his 6.56 60 yard dash. Average arm from the OF at 
73, arm swing has a slight hitch prior to release. In 

the box starts in a loaded up stance, front foot 
rests on his balls of his feet. Quick compact hands 

through the zone, could use lower half more 
through contact. Exit velo was 86 mph and that 

number will continue to climb as he uses his whole 
body. 

6.56 86 73

16 2020 Joseph Gaeta 6_1 180 R/RFayetteville-Manlius

Well built frame, room to fill out has he contiunes 
to mature. 81 mph arm from the OF with a quick 
release, carry to the bag, full arm swing. Loaded 

up stance in the box, quiet hands, level swing path 
through contact, keeps his hands back letting the 
ball travel, generates an 87 mph exit velocity off a 

tee.  

7.42 87 81

MIF 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

3 2020 Nick Chemotti 5_10 165 R/R West Genesee

5-foot-10, 165-pounds and ran a 7.28 60 yard dash 
on lasers. Moves like an athlete, light on his feet. 
Arm strength was 80 mph with more to come as 
he gains strength. In the box his setup is relaxed, 

quick and compact to the ball. Gets to his pullside 
often. Barrel path is slightly inclined with a 77 mph 

exit velocity, a number we know he can increase 
this by this fall. 

7.28 80 77
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4 2020 Patrick May 6_0 175 R/R Baldwinsville

Wide shoulders from a nice looking frame standing 
6-foot-1, 175-pounds. Moves well laterally 
defensively. Arm swing is longer, with loose 
actions and quick release (75 arm strength). 

Relaxed in the box. Smooth load/separation as the 
pitch is delivered. Barrel gets to the ball quickly on 

a level plane, could benefit by staying extended 
through contact longer. Puts the ball in play 

consistently. 

7.35 82 75

6 2019 Philip Zollo 5_10 165 R/R Westhill

Wiry athlete with frame able to handle more 
weight at he matures, also ran a 7.09 60 yard 

dash. Average actions defensively, long arm-swing, 
76 mph across the diamond. Offensively, uses a 
wide set-up in box. Swing path is level through 

contact. Barrel control with gap to gap projection.  

7.06 79 76

17 2019 Isaiah Corry 5_11 160 L/R Clarence

Wiry lean build with room for growth as he 
matures. Clean, easy actions defensively. Clean 

quick arm action with 79 mph arm-strength across 
the field, easy carry to the bag. Very confident 

with his defensive skills. Offensively, movement 
with hands in the box. Barrel is whippy and loose 

through contact. Needs to work on a more full 
finish after contact. 82 mph bat speed with easy 

power potential as he gains strength. 

7.38 82 79

19 2020 Jason Boule 5_10 190 R/R CBA-Syracuse

Welll built with strength to his frame. Sturdy and 
durable. Average actions defensively to the ball, 
glove is clean and made the routine plays with 

ease, 78 mph arm strength. Offensively, upright 
stance with narrow feet in the box. Barrel is short 

and compact to the ball producing 83 mph exit 
velocity off a tee, would benefit by using lower 

half more throughout the entire swing. Plenty of 
time to physically grow, 2020 prospect to keep a 

close eye on. 

7.33 83 78

Catchers 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm Pop Time Range

1 2019 Seth Reisman 5_7 160 R/RFayetteville-Manlius

Shorter frame with a solid durable backstop build, 
athletic and runs well for the position posting a 

7.14 60-yard dash. Quick arm take away and 
release, throws were accurate with a best pop 
time of 2.13, 67 mph arm-strenght. Slight open 
stance in the box during the setup, 80 mph bat 

speed off a tee, barrel path is long, stays balanced 
throughout the entire swing. 

7.14 80 67 2.13-2.20
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15 2020 Tyler Coy 6_2 195 R/R Canisius

Durable well built frame, strong body, long arm 
action during catch-and-throw, above average 

arm-strength at 78 mph, stays centered over ball 
with soft hands when he recieves, showed 

awareness and communication during games. In 
the box he's big and strong with aggressivness, 
Hands away from body, wide stance, barrel is 

direct to the ball, produces power to pull sides, bat 
plays at the next-level.

7.51 91 78 2.00-2.13

18 2020 Nathan Ray 5_11 180 R/R Baldwinsville

Stands 5-foot-11, 180-pounds and is well built with 
room for even more growth as he matures. Soft 
hands recieving, short arm action in the back, 74 
mph arm-strength with a 2.25 best pop-time to 

second. In the box there's a wide setup, shorter to 
the ball, uphill path, consistent contact, 83 mph 
bat speed off a tee and expect that number to 

keep climbing. 

8.1 83 74 2.25-2.34

3B 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

20 2019 Nolan Giblin 5_10 170 R/RJamesville Dewitt

Athletic body build with room to gain more weight 
as he matures. 76 mph arm strength across the 
diamond, he uses quick clean fielding actions. 

Balanced body control. In the box he uses a wide 
stance, consistent hard contact from a fluid barrel 

path through the zone. Finishes with full 
extension. 87 mph exit velocity off a tee. 

7.21 87 76

21 2020 Owen Parliament 6_0 185 R/R LaFargeville

Physical build standing 6-foot-1, 190-pounds. 
Above average arm strength. Average actions. 

Good bat speed. Hard contact. Power with carry 
from 3B, shows loose hands with the glove. In the 
box the ball jumps off his bat, well above average 
bat-speed at 93 mph, slight uphill through contact 

with his barrel path, potential 2-way next-level 
player. 

7.51 93 80

1B 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

12 2019 Cameron Zurat 6_2 175 R/RWilliamsville North

Tall lean body frame standing 6-foot-2, 175-
pounds with room to grow. Defensively, stays 

behind the ball at the corner, quick glove to hand 
transfer, long arm, throws from a low 3/4 arm 

action, In the box, he uses a wide stance, minimal 
load and lower body rotation, path is longer to the 
ball, mostly level through contact with an 88 mph 

exit velocity, full extension with high finish.

7.53 88 72

13 2019 David Antone 5_10 195 R/R Utica Proctor

Strudy frame standing 5-foot-11, 200-pounds. 
Stays behind the ball, short arm action, quick 

release on his throws with 78 mph arm strength. 
In the box, hands setup close to body, barrell gets 

to the ball quick with above average bat-speed 
(90), high finish, signs of power at times. 

7.67 90 78
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P Peak FB FB Range CB/SL Range CH Range Other

7 2019 Zach Monica 6_0 175 R/L Baldwinsville

Athletic lefty with a lean body frame. Fluid 
mechanics with a high 3/4 release. Consistent in 

the zone getting a head in the count. Fastball 
shows good arm side run with efficient spin on his 

breaking ball. Works quick with good mound 
presence.

79 76-79 65-68 66-68

9 2019 Sam DiGeorge 6_0 210 R/R Canastota

Large body frame, with good leg size. Long arm 
extenison with extended wrap behind head. Arm 
slot at mid-high 3/4 slot. Creates deception with 
hand seperation and glove action on front side. 

Movements are smooth. Minimal arm whip. 
Finishes down his line consistently and well 

balanced over front knee. Creates good armside 
action and ball has good life. 

84 81-83 69-73 76-77

21 2020 Owen Parliament 6_0 185 R/R LaFargeville

Athletic and strong on the mound. Has a powerful 
arm that gets the ball downhill from an over the 

top release point. Uses his long legs to create good 
leverage. The arm action has some slight 

hesitation after hand break but it's fast enough to 
get catch up with the rest of his throwing motion. 
FB shows good life when he keeps it down in the 

zone. CB has 12/6 shape . When he gets good 
extenison it carries into the zone with good depth. 

The CH is still developing but with his arm slot it 
should be a pitch that becomes easier for him to 

command. If he can develop more consistent 
timing and tempo with his delivery, he should be 

able to stay in the bottom of the zone more 
consistently. 

85 80-84 67-69 78-79

22 2020 Thomas Coleman 6_6 228 R/RFayetteville Manlius

Tall, big bodied prospect with pitchers body. Full 
arm swing with an over the top release point. Gets 

good drive down the mound. Could use whole 
body more to utilize 6-foot-6 frame. Fastball 

shows late life with an effective sweeping 
curveball. 

77 75-77 66-69 64-66

23 2019 Tom Westers 6_2 185 R/R Bishop Ludden

Large body with long limbs and leg size. Fluid and 
smooth mechanically. Shows good drive off 

backside. Long extension but quick up to release 
point. Shows body control. Inconsistent balance 

upon finish. Tends to recoil after release. Arm 
shows action with good tempo. 

80 77-79 65-69
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24 2021 Kenneth Svitak 6_0 200 L/L CW Baker

Lanky body with solid build. Good tempo with 
compact actions. Minimal lower half push down 
the hill. Long arm take away. Delivers from a mid 
3/4 slot cutting across his body. Stays consistent 

down his line towards the plate but tends to recoil 
after foot strike and finish. LH with some natural 

armside movement. Burying shoulder in target will 
improve down action. CB has more sweeping 
action and average drop. Arm drag prevents 

consistent downward action. 

75 70-74 65-67

27 2019 Jacob Marshall 6_5 192 R/R Baldwinsville

Huge frame with long legs and long arms. 
Everything moves smooth with good tempo/pace. 
Doesn't rush his delivery or get out of control. Has 
a long takeway with his arm at handbreak but he 

gets to his release point on time and it creates 
some sneaky velo for the hitter. Has an advanced 
feel for his breaking ball and understands how to 
utilize it. Should add more velo as he grows and 

gets stronger. Makes everything look pretty 
effortless and keeps all of his pitches around the 

zone

84 81-83 71-74 77

28 2019 Jed Boyle 6_3 195 R/RThomas J. Corcoran

Tall and skinny frame with more room to add 
weight. Good body control and balance in his 

delivery. His actions are simple and efficient. No 
wasted movement. He has a high takeway with his 
throwing arm after hand break. He keeps the ball 

high and shows it to CF instead of creating any 
type of armswing. It's a bit unorthodox but it 

works for him and he can repeat it. FB has good 
arm side run and comes out of his hand easily. Has 
a good feel for keeping it down in the zone. The CB 
is a solid pitch and he manages to stay on top of it 
consistently. Has more of a slurve type of action 

but it carries good depth into the strike zone. 
Natural feel for pitching. Could make a big jump if 

he adds more strength to his body. 

84 80-83 70-72

26 2019 Justin Delveccio 6_4 235 L/LCicero - North Syracuse

Big bodied lefty with an upper 3/4 arm slot. 
Repeats mechanics well with good body control 

and push off the mound. Fastball runs well with a 
good velocity difference on the curveball/Change 

up. 

73 68-72 56-58 66-69


